POLES & CUPS

capped closet pole + cups

FEATURES

Provides storage space for wrinkle-free coats, jackets and other garments

- Features hardened plastic cap on top for smooth and quiet gliding of hangers

- Pole cups feature patented design that completely covers the ends of the capped closet poles

SPECs

POLE

300.3047.xxx

LENGTH:

96"

FINISH:

MATTE ALUMINUM MAL
POLISHED CHROME CR
MATTE NICKEL MNL
OIL RUBBED BRONZE ORB
MATTE BRASS MBS
POLISHED BRASS BS

POLE CUP

300.3037.xxx

FINISHED PRODUCT

POLE

300.3047.xxx

POLE CUP

300.3037.xxx

DIMENSIONS

32mm

DESCRIPTION & SPECIFICATIONS

The Capped Closet Pole allows you to glide from one item to the next with the utmost of ease. Specially designed for smooth and quiet operation.

- Use 2 Capped Pole Cups 300.3037 to mount the capped closet pole.

AVAILABLE FINISHES

Matte Aluminum, Polished Chrome, Matte Nickel, Oil Rubbed Bronze, Matte Brass, Polished Brass.
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Storage Accessories. Differentiated by Design.